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Marketing Research is as I see it a way into a world beyond that of the naked eye, often 

we find ourselves neglecting the effects that the world around us has, yet proven clearly 

by research tools that it is because of Marketing Research that certain things exist in a 

clearer way.  

The Marketing research industry evolves on an everyday basis and that is because of 

the ever changing external environment. The evolution of this Marketing Research 

purely lies on aspects such as the increase in subjects, population, the discovery of 

technological effects and equipment used in order to come up with the information to 

complete the thesis. I believe a good researcher should know and understand all these 

aspects in a much broader way, in order to conduct a well put together research. As an 

individual, because Marketing Research as a whole fascinates me, my contribution 

would lie solely on understanding the broader aspects of Marketing Research. 

Marketing Researchers have a duty to finding information; produce the information, 

compile the data or being the subject of the information. I live in a country that is full of 

possibilities and I believe the possibilities are right in front of us; Marketing Research 

just opens our eyes to it. I am a very inquisitive person and I believe that is the basic 

skill a Marketing Researcher requires and I believe that will be my greatest contribution 

to the evolving industry. 

First and foremost the skills that require enhancement are inquisitiveness and 

determination; these are two personal skills that go a long way towards contributing in 

anything that requires looking into the outside world. Technological skills also fall part of 



the necessary skills, we live in a generation that uses a lot of technology and that is how 

one can acquire information especially secondary information. Each step in the 

Marketing Research process requires technological use, data collection, data analysis 

and compilation and presentation these are one of the few steps that require the skill of 

technological use. The present environment is one that is not stationery and changes 

from day to day, people as a species tend to be complex and the understanding of their 

behaviour is a skill that is not learnt. Yes it may be understood through books but 

understanding the people the research is being conducted about forms part of a basic 

skill every researcher should possess. At times the skill of empathy goes a very long 

way, “definition of empathy-the feeling that you understand and share another person's 

experiences”, because the collection of Marketing Research deals with the human 

species this is one of the skills that could form basis of all conclusions. 

As a Marketing student I see myself as a “jack of all trades and master of all”. Marketing 

is broad and a good Marketer must be able to be put in a marketing situation and do it 

to the best of their ability. Marketing includes Marketing Research, Advertising and 

Sales all these have sub-careers which mould a person. As an inquisitive person I see 

myself working in all these departments to learn as much as I can about the field that I 

chose. With all this information I want to own my own Marketing, Advertising and 

Promotions Company, which will incorporate my knowledge of the marketing business 

as well as have a contribution toward the South African economy through job creation. I 

also see myself as an inspiration to the younger generation through being a motivational 

speaker; I would like inspire the next generation to see Marketing as a gateway to all 

they aspire to become. Marketing is one of the only career paths that is not rigid and 

focused on one aspect it is a broad career path. As an active member of an NGO 

Enactus which works toward eradicating poverty and uplifting communities, I see myself 

continuing as a public servant in helping communities. This will form basis of the 

business I will have as it will focus its efforts toward Societal Marketing. I see myself as 

future game-changer; an inspiration and those are my aspirations. 

 


